Mobile workplace BCT on the
GO

The ideal companion for flexible use
The mobile workstation "BCT on the GO" is the ideal companion for flexible use in incoming and outgoing goods, inventory work,
quality assurance or order picking. With the integrated battery, you can use a PC including monitor and label printer on the move or
charge barcode scanners independently of power connections.
The height-adjustable work surface allows users to work ergonomically and without fatigue, while the stable construction ensures
safe standing and transport.
With the variable modular system, you can assemble the BCT on the GO entirely according to your requirements and thus obtain
the ideal mobile workstation. There is a choice of different holders, drawers and castors for outdoor use, as well as a battery
change system for 3-shift operation and round-the-clock availability.
Deep-freeze model
The mobile workstation BCT on the GO is also available as a version with a dust-proof and splash-proof (IP65) housing for
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applications in deep-freeze rooms. The additional insulation protects the electrical devices from low temperatures, allowing you to
reliably print thermal transfer labels directly on site even at temperatures far below 0°C.

Features
Aluminium base frame with four swivel castors

Easy charging at socket (without BWS) or charging of
batteries via charger (with BWS)

Support: 500 x 440 mm (W x D); height adjustable
Dimensions: 1,120 x 550 x 580 mm (H x W x D)
Standard rear panel (with document pocket)
Weight: approx. 95 - 113 kg (depending on version)

Optional accessories
Keyboard drawer

Drawer (large or small)

Holder for scanner

Monitor holder

Shelf

Swivel plate
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